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Not so much “currency wars” but “policy assassination”. FX markets 
claimed its second victim in less than four months. And there will 
definitely be more in 2015. The EUR is unmistakably on our radar. One 
thing is curtain, in FX markets that volatility always return, and this wave of 
volatility is back with a vengeance.    
  
One thing is clear, regarding yesterday’s SNB action, something was said 
or hinted in conversation between the SNB and ECB that spooked the 
SNB (we are confident policy management occurs).  Scared them so much 
that abandoning the minimum exchange rate, allow the EURCHF to free-
fall, was the chosen policy path. The SNB could have selected to 
managing the EURCHF decline with the still significant room in the SNB 
balances sheet (estimated by us at least chf200-300bn). Yet, something 
Draghi said worried Jordon so much that the SNB abandon the strategy 
rather than attempt further balance sheet expansion to endure current 
pressure.  
  
Don't expect to be disappointed 
While EURCHF floor is “done-and-dusted” we now must position for ECB 
ultra-expansionary monetary stance. In our view the market has not fully 
priced in what the ECB is planning. If it had the SNB would have never 
have abandoned the floor so unceremoniously. Currently markets are 
expecting the ECB to announce sovereign QE totaling €400-500bn on 
January 22nd. By authorizing broad-based government bond purchases 
the EUR can expected to depreciate further. We suspect the ECB suffers 
from the same credibility issue haunting the pre-Karuda’s BoJ. The market 
is expecting to be disappointed. Markets anticipate the ECB will be too 
timid and cautions in the size and scope of any addition stimulus that net 
effect will be marginal.  However, like the empowered BoJ under Koruda 
we believe Draghi’s ECB is planning a much larger strike then traders are 
expecting. Clearly the impending ECB strategy scared the SNB. We 

Signals in the SNBs MoveEconomics

remain short in the EUR verse all G10 ahead of the QE announce and 
due to mounting political uncertainty in Greece. 
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The SNB removes the 1.20 floor on EUR/CHF 
The surprise SNB intervention on January 15th triggered sizeable 
volatilities on the FX markets. The EUR/CHF plunged to 0.85172, the 
record low, in a single move as soon as the SNB officially announced the 
removal of the 1.20 floor. The price discontinuities, lack of liquidity has 
been a major issue on the trading. The EUR/CHF realized volatility spiked 
to 75%, a record high following the SNB announcement. USD/CHF 
tumbled down to 0.7406 in similar fashion. At this point, it is still too early 
to give a target level given that the pair has not traded free-float for the 
past three years yet there is talk that 1.10 would be acceptable level, fair 
value on the EUR/CHF. The SNB credibility, however, got a serious hit on 
this action, which should keep traders, companies, funds and real money 
names alert in the coming weeks. Next week’s ECB decision gains 
sizeable importance as a consequence. The selling pressures on the EUR/
CHF are expected to remain tight. 
  
Surprise decision hit the Swiss market 
The SNB decision was much unexpected and fully surprising given the 
Swiss policymakers’ latest comments on their “utmost determination” to 
defend the EUR/CHF floor at 1.20. The credibility of the SNB certainly 
took a big hit at this point amid the damage it caused to the real 
economy; the loss in market value is estimated at roughly 105 billion 
francs! The banks and exporters will certainly be the most hit by the free 
float franc as the CHF appreciation will decrease the competitive 
advantage of Swiss products on international markets. Swatch Group and 
Richmond took the biggest losses among the Swiss exporters post-
announcement. Beyond the first hit, the cash flow management strategies 
and the FX hedges should be revised in order to adopt to the new 
normal: the free-floating Swissy verse euro.

Swiss franc squeezed on surprise SNB decisionFX Markets
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RBI unexpectedly cuts rates 
By a surprise action, Reserve Bank of India cut both the repo and the 
reverse repo rate by 25 basis points down to 7.75% and 6.75% 
respectively. The inflation print below the RBI’s target for the third straight 
month is seen as the major trigger for the move. As Governor Rajan sees 
cool-off in inflation below 6% in a year from now, his colleague Virmani 
from RBI’s advisory panel, had already said it was “time to cut rates” on 
January 13th. The rate action aims to boost investments and economic 
recovery at a period favorable due to low commodity and energy prices. 
This is the first rate cut since May 2013 and further cuts are expected 
within the Q1 at this point, should the disinflationary pressures continue, 
according to Rajan. He also highlights the importance of a well sustained 
“fiscal consolidation” and the importance “to overcome supply 
constraints and assure availability” of resources to make sure the lower 
rates will translate into growth. 
USD/INR eased to 61.4825 post decision, yet rapidly bounced back above 
the100-dma (61.7016) support, broken for the first time since July 2014. 
The expectations for more policy action should keep the INR longs 
limited. We see solid support pre-200 dma (60.8880). 
  
Turkish President Erdogan calls for rate cut 
A related question is whether the RBI move would trigger a contagion 
effect in Turkey, where the pressures for lower rates mount as inflation 
eases and the ECB walks into a full-blown QE. The lira shows mixed 
performance against USD and EUR. While the USD/TRY longs remain 
solid at 1.2382/1.2550 (Fibonacci 50% on May-Dec lift / 100-dma), we see 
room for an advance toward 2.60s on EUR/TRY (resistance pre- Aug 2013 
turned support). The lower oil and commodity prices, the expectations for 
further cool-off in inflation, the negative rates in Switzerland, the 
anticipations for further expansion in the Euro-zone, the surprise action in 
India (based on similar motives), combined to political pressures should

RBI’s cut increases speculations for potential CBT actionFX Markets

lead to lower CBT rates to take advantage of the situation. We expect 25 
basis points cut in benchmark repo rate on January 20th MPC meeting. 
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No QE in 2015 to push US market higher 
Liquidity injections from the US Federal Reserve (Fed) has been a key 
drivers in the positive performance of the US stock market. However, as 
the Fed has fully tapered its asset buying programme and with the 
probable beginning of its tightening cycle this year, US monetary policy 
should be less favourable for stocks. However, the fact that the Fed wants 
to raise rates indicates that the US economy is judged strong enough to 
withstand more normal rates conditions. Furthermore, even after the Fed 
start raising, rates will remain significantly lower than their neutral levels 
for an extended period of time. Nevertheless, with the Fed reducing its 
supportive monetary policy, US stock outlook will be more dependant on 
economic data like US growth. However, with headwinds like a stronger 
dollar and a weak growth outlook outside of the US, the expansion of the 
US economy is unlikely to be a smooth ride, suggesting increasing 
volatility in the stock market. 
  
The Russell 200 needs to break out of its 2014 consolidation 
In this context, the behaviour of US smaller caps  should offer valuable 
insights. Indeed, smaller caps are usually more sensitive to the US growth 
outlook and tend to turn before larger caps index. As the US recovery 
should improved further and given that smaller caps are usually more 
exposed to the health of the domestic market (i.e. less exposed to global 
weak growth and a stronger USD), the outlook for small caps is rather 
positive. From a technical analysis standpoint, the relative performance of 
the Russell 2000 (small caps) against the S&P 500 (large caps) has indeed 
invalided their underperformance of 2014. However, given the sideways 
move in 2014 in absolute price, a decisive break of the March and April 
tops around $1214 is needed to confirm an improving growth outlook.

US stock market without QE's supportStock Markets
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Upside surprise in Swedish CPI 
Despite increasing global disinflationary pressures, Swedish December 
inflation surprised to the upside, coming at 0.2% on month to month basis 
(versus a consensus at -0.1%). However, as the higher-than-expected print 
was mostly coming from seasonal segments like transport and recreation, 
it would be wrong to think that the disinflationary pressures have receded 
in Sweden. Furthermore, the probable announcement of an expansion of 
the ECB's QE on 22 January is expected to increase the pressures on the 
Riksbank. Indeed, any Euro weakness, if not mimicked by the Swedish 
krona, would lead to imported disinflationary pressures. As a result, the 
Riksbank is expected to adapt its monetary policy to curb any significant 
strengthening of the krona compared to the Euro. As a result, the 12 
February Riksbank meeting is likely to signal a more dovish monetary 
policy. 
  
USD/SEK is near its strong resistance at 8.1372 
Looking at the chart of USD/SEK, prices are challenging the strong 
resistance at 8.1372. However, the ECB and Riksbank meetings are 
expected to support a higher USD/SEK. Indeed, SNB's recent 
capitulation, a week before the ECB's monetary policy meeting, suggests 
that the Mr Draghi will deliver and likely above market expectations. 
Therefore, we favour a further rise towards the strong resistance at 8.7407 
(21/04/2009 high). However, given the current overextended move, the 
strong resistance at 9.3309 (05/03/2009 high) is likely to cap prices 
appreciation. A break of the support at 7.8789 (06/01/2015 low) would 
signal a weakening bullish momentum. 
 

Riksbank to deliver more dovish monetary policyFX Markets
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The International Monetary Market (IMM) non-commercial 
positioning is used to visualise the flow of funds from one currency 
to another. It is usually viewed as a contrarian indicator when it 
reaches an extreme in positioning.  
  
The IMM data covers investors' positions for the week ending 6 January 
2015. 
  
Given the continuous strength of the US dollar, it is not so surprising to 
see all currencies short against it, with even some of them near record 
levels. However, when a currency is near extreme levels in terms of short 
positions, it becomes very sensitive to any news that do not support its 
bearish outlook.  
In the case of the EUR/USD, we suspect that the ECB will surprise the 
market by the size of its asset programme, resulting to a lower Euro. 
The Japanese yen has seen some short JPY covering as the Bank of Japan 
is perceived to be less active this year. The resulting decline in USD/JPY is 
likely to generate some attractive entry points for a long position. 
Net short AUD positions are approaching record levels. As a result, the 
risks to see sharp temporary rebounds in AUD/USD are increasing. We 
would favour a sell on strength strategy on this FX pair. 
 

Net short AUD positions near record levelsFX Markets
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